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SA/NT President’s Report
ing Role Descriptions to help, and the
Incoming Officers Meeting to be held
again in November will give us all the
opportunity to share knowledge and
build a support network.

I am delighted to welcome you back
to Rostrum in 2022.
As we are entering “Mad March” I
hope you can take the opportunity
to attend an event to celebrate the
gradual return to “normal”.
Whether at the Festival, or in the
Garden of Unearthly Delights or any
one of 100 other Fringe shows,
there is so much to see and do, and
it all gives us some personal experience to talk about at our next
Rostrum Icebreaker exercise, or
short notice impromptu.
I have made three promises for my
first term as Zone President.

Zone President, Paul Wilkins, with Club
9’s weekly prize “The Light-Up Award” .

such as the online version of Frontiers program at https://
www.rostrum.com.au/programideas/frontiers-resources/894rostrum-frontiers-program-pdfversion/file.

Finally, a note about caring for your fellow members. Please help your club by
signing up for the mandatory vaccinations, or by avoiding person to person
contact if you are unable or unwilling to
make this commitment. We are hopeful
that the Voice of Youth contest will be
held as normal, but everyone, which
includes students, staff, Rostrum volunteers and parents and friends must
demonstrate their vaccination status.

I am confident that we can and will have
This pdf version of the Frontiers program a successful year ahead of us.
is available for members who have purIn Rostrum fellowship,
FIRSTLY, to visit each club at least
chased the program through their memPaul Wilkins
once per quarter. I have managed 6 bership. This material is copyright to
Zone President
sapresident@rostrum.com.au
so far, and I look forward to meeting Rostrum and must not be copied or dis0417 861 963
you all soon. I have been impressed tributed to persons who are not Rostrum members.
with the way that clubs have dealt

with the COVID pandemic.

THIRDLY, to Grow Rostrum in 2022. Important as new members are, it is also
Attendances are encouraging and I
vital to extend the leadership resource
was pleased to see that most clubs
pool. Please make it part of your personare using the Frontiers program.
al plan to undertake a stretch activity
this year. We need new volunteers to
SECONDLY, to expand my knowledge assist in organising Rostrum events such
as Voice of Youth, the Anniversary Lunch
and speaking skills by reference to
the numerous resources available on and the Speaker of the Year and Albert
Apponyi Impromptu competitions. Is
the Rostrum website. I encourage
there a role within your Club Committee
you all to sign in at https://
that you could perhaps perform next
www.rostrum.com.au/your-profile? year with the support and assistance of
view=login and look for resources
the current incumbent? We are develop-
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INCOMING OFFICERS MEETING
FOR 2022 COMMITTEES

Editor’s Note

The Incoming Officers’ Meeting held at Burnside on Monday 29 November 2021
was an important event to help clubs get ready for 2022. We are all hoping for a
successful Rostrum year.
Feedback indicated members found the sessions interesting and worthwhile. All
clubs were represented in the group of 43 attendees. The mix of experienced
and newer members provided opportunities to share ideas and successful
strategies.

2022

Holding the event in November was seen as helpful giving the committees ideas
and other resources to prepare for the new year.

Welcome to Rostrum 2022 - hopefully
the year ahead will be rather more
normal than the previous two. It’s also
the Chinese Year of the Tiger.

Special thanks to everyone who helped with the event:
Mithun for Chairing, President Gillian for her comments and Bob Pearce for
his Presentation.

Some of the characteristic traits of the
tiger include being courageous and
competitive and always being ready for
a challenge!

Table group facilitators: Helen Bowen (Presidents), Margaret Davidson

So there you have it members —no
excuses this year for not achieving
amazing success in your undertakings.

Photographer Stephen Watts and members who helped with room set-up,

(Secretaries), Paul Wilkins (Treasurers), Margaret Kirchner (Program
Directors), Richard Geyer (Dais and Committee members), Neil Murray and
Ross Moffatt (Website and Facebook), Gabi Proc (Membership Managers).
registrations, refreshments, clean up and packing up. It was a superb team
effort.

Please send articles—and/or photographs of interest to Rostrum members
to the Editor’s email address below.
Shirley Dawkins, Editor
smdawkins@bigpond.com
Incidentally:
“Normal” is just a setting on a washing
machine. (The Advertiser 25/9/20)

IT’S NOT TOO EARLY TO CONSIDER HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT YOUR CLUB IN A
LEADERSHIP ROLE NEXT YEAR.

We have an amazing organisation
and, with you, I’m looking forward to an exciting and successful
2022!
Gabriela Proc

Club 22

will be celebrating its 43rd birthday at 6.00pm on
Thursday 31 March 2022
at the Hilton Hotel, (Fedora’s Alfresco) 264 South Road, Hilton
(corner Sir Donald Bradman Drive & South Road — phone 8443 8404)

All welcome
Bookings
essential

Food and drinks can be purchased at the bar
(www.hilton-hotel.com.au)
Please RSVP to Gabriela Proc 0408 816 762, or
gabiproc@optusnet.com.au

The greatest challenges facing humanity also may be the greatest opportunities. (author unknown)
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Voice of Youth 2022

P

reparations are well underway for the 2022 Rostrum Voice of Youth (SA & NT) and the planning committee is looking forward to working again with Rostrum’s many generous volunteers.

The heats will be held at Immanuel College on 14th and, if necessary, 15th May. The semi finals are scheduled for 28th May,
also at Immanuel, and the final at Parliament House on 25th June. Voice of Youth is one of only two such events hosted in
Parliament House.
Volunteers are needed to adjudicate, chair and marshal students preparing for short notice speeches and training will be provided for all volunteers on 9th April at the Good Shepherd Church, Plympton.
Joining the committee this year are Helen Bowen (R26 and R33) who will manage the South East and Northern Territory competitions and Michael Lutt (R9) who is observing this year with a view to assuming the role of coordinator in 2023. Other
committee members are Alan Strickland (resources) Brenda McKenzie (Treasurer) Heather Layton (Schools co-ordinator) and
Julie Cranswick (Co-ordinator).

Committee from left: Michael Lutt, Julie Cranswick, Heather Layton, Helen Bowen, Brenda McKenzie and Alan Strickland.

VOICE OF YOUTH DATES FOR YOUR DIARY THIS YEAR
Volunteers’ Training
South East Heats
Darwin Heats
City Heats
Semi Finals
Zone Final
National Final

Saturday 9th April
Wednesday 11th May
Thursday 12th May
Saturday 14th May (Sunday 15th May if needed)
Saturday 28th May
Saturday 25th June
Saturday 30th July

Venues this year will require that Rostrum meets the community standards we have come to expect to keep us all safe. All
participants must … … … ...
* be at least double vaccinated
*wear masks appropriately
*sanitize hands on entry, and
*maintain social distancing
Organisers are committed to ensuring all participants are well supported, and Committee members are looking forward to the
warm collegiality that comes with the shared experiences of again working with members from the wider Rostrum movement.
Julie Cranswick
Voice of Youth Co-ordinator (2022)
0412 330 349
Fortune favours the brave!
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Albert Apponyi Impromptu Speaking Contest
The Albert Apponyi Impromptu Speaking Contest was held on Thursday 11th November 2021
at St John’s Anglican Church, 379 Halifax Street, Adelaide. There were 14 contestants for this
event and John Rabone from Club 9 was the Albert Apponyi winner for 2021.
The Apponyi family attended - Silvio Apponyi (son of Albert), a world-renowned sculptor
and Vivienn Witworth daughter of Albert Apponyi, together presented the beautiful sculpture.
Silvio’s wife Natalija also attended and enjoyed the evening.
The Albert Apponyi event went well, considering there was some unexpected late changes
regarding location. At the last moment we needed to be shifted into the church, instead of in
the hall as in the past. (It was too wet for the lawn area). It was the second year in a row that
rain disrupted the event. The church was a good venue as people could spread out in the
pews, but we had no time to organise microphones which were certainly needed.
Unfortunately the speakers in general, even though reminded, couldn't seem to project their
voices loud enough in the church venue and the Adjudicators had trouble in hearing them.
Above: the beautiful sculpture
by Silvio Apponyi awarded to
contest winner John Rabone

After the event, the parish priest told us that speaking acoustics were terrible in the church
but singing was much better. (Perhaps next year our contestants could sing their impromptu
speeches!!

Photo above shows all 14
contestants (not in order)
Mithun Nagalingompillai-Subha
Rod Ellis, Kym Beverley, John
Rabone, Christine Baker, Robert
Gorvel, Jill Winter, Christine Baker,
Gaurangi Joshi, Valerie Scovell, Bob
Bogner, Max Banfield, Robert
Cunningham, Abhinandan Dadwal
Photos by Stephen Watts
Photo above from left: Vivienn Witworth, Silvio Apponyi, John Rabone and Margaret Davidson

These events cannot run smoothly without the assistance of club members and we appreciated the volunteers from Clubs 26
and 33. It was lovely to see the newer members of both Clubs volunteering and learning what the Albert Apponyi Contest is all
about. Hopefully we will see them next year as participants!
Gabi Proc, my right-hand wise person, organised the adjudicators, the COVID safe boxes of snacks and drinks for all who
attended. Stephen Watts took pictures of all 14 participants and a video of the event including the Albert Apponyi family
presenting the trophy to the winner, John Rabone. Grateful thanks to all.
Albert Apponyi Speaking Contest 2021.mov. (Video)
https://1drv.ms/u/s!Amrbqofz3wTwgZAHHsB-d68Pfrmv-g?e=qcYAdh (Pictures)
Frm. Margaret Davidson
Co-ordinator of Albert Apponyi 2021 event
Rostrum Clubs 26 & 33
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit. (Aristotle)
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All in the Family
As a member of the Early Morning
(r26) and Port Adelaide (r33) Clubs, I
have been interested to witness the success of a strategy that
Program Directors, Geoff Bowley and Margaret Davidson, introduced in 2021. Geoff and Margaret invited members of
their respective Clubs to ‘take a turn’ as a Guest Programmer.

I appreciated the opportunity provided by our seasoned
Program Directors to stretch members in their development
and at the same time implement a medium to longer term
succession planning strategy. It fits so well with objectives in
the Priorities 1 and 2 in the SA/NT Strategic Framework.

Oh, and did I mention that Program Directors Margaret and
It was exciting to see newer members respond so positively to Geoff are siblings...which begs the question: RIVALRY - or the opportunity. Rishi Kandoi, Marie Jamea, Rhianna Sharman, COLLABORATION??
Felicia Pang, Chris Wyllie and Bia Araújo readily accepted the
Helen Bowen
challenge; and some of us crusty longer term members have
Rostrum SA Clubs 26 and 33
even ‘dipped our toes in the water’. In fact, Rishi enjoyed the
experience to the extent that he volunteered to prepare Port
Adelaide’s program for a second meeting and Bia is now the
2022 Program Director at Club 26!
A good program is an essential ingredient for attracting and
retaining members; and Program Director is one of THE most
important roles in every Club, but it can be daunting to take
on the responsibility of learning on the job when asked to
commit for a year.

Geoff Bowley and sister Margaret Davidson

Check out the “Frontiers” folder for tips
and tricks
for Program Directors

Felicia Pang

Bia Araújo

Rhianna Sharman

Chris Wyllie

Marie Jamea

Rishi Kandoi

Words of Wisdom
A meaningful silence is always better than meaningless words
Listen to silence. It has much to say. (Rumi)
Silence is a source of great strength. (Lao Tzu)
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Inclusion begins with right support
PROVIDING support and services for people with intellectual disabilities is essential to ensuring their participation in the broader community, a disability advocate says.
South Australian Council on Intellectual Disability inclusion worker Gavin Burner who has a hearing disability
that hindered his learning when he was younger, says
having the right support has played a key role in encouraging his own personal and professional development.
“Having someone who believes in me is a powerful
thing,” he said. “I have had highs and lows where I didn’t
believe in myself. But in the past three years I have gone
WOW, I can do this. I can drive, I have a good job.”
“But I’m only as good as the support I get. Take that support away, I won’t believe in myself again and I’m not as
good.”
Mr. Burner was speaking at the Flinders University 2021
Investigator Lecture, held in partnership with The Sunday Mail and The Advertiser.
EXTRACT from The Sunday Mail November 21 2021 in an
article by Lynn Cameron.

Gavin Burner is pictured above making his address at the
Flinders University 2021 Investigator Lecture.
Gavin was inducted as a member of Rostrum Club 22 on
4 June 2020 and is a popular and engaging speaker at
meetings.

Speak like, uh, um, you know, a pro…
You may find it irritating, as I do, when
you count all those ums, ahs and you
knows used by people giving speeches or
being interviewed on TV.
It appears, however, that our ums and
ahs are part of a hidden language that
we subconsciously understand, according to new research.
We might think such hesitation is a sign
of sloppy thinking and ineloquence, because we are taught to eliminate them
from our conversation.
Yet, the latest research shows that this is
an unfounded prejudice. Far from being
an inarticulate waste of breath, these
filler words are essential for efficient
communication, sending important signals about the words we are about to

say so that we can better understand
each other. “They streamline our interactions, smooth the flow of the conversation and manage our social relations,”
says Mark Dingemanse, who studies language and social interaction at Radboud
University in the Netherlands. He argues
that the complexity of our language today couldn’t have emerged without
these filler words.

that without changing the overall
meaning of a sentence, they help us to
coordinate conversations with minimal
confusion.

(I can appreciate that Rostrum members
may be thinking “Huh?”)

Far from being a sign of weakness, these
deceptively simple words may represent
the pinnacle of human cognitive and
linguistic sophistication!

Evidently it is only recently that scientists have paid filler words any serious
attention. From their research they conclude that, far from being mere accidents, filler words constitute a
“metalanguage”. In essence this means

Also, it appears that these seemingly
meaningless little words can even work
as memory aids.
All of which offers some welcome reassurance to us.

“Word” Editor
Extract from “New Scientist”
17 October 2020

Smile and silence are two powerful tools.
SMILE is the way to solve many problems and SILENCE is the way to avoid many problems. (author unknown)
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